
Open Letter to the Diplomatic Community Concerning the Coronavirus Pandemic 
 

Your Excellency, 

 

My organization is working to create an international government based on the US Constitution and 

the principles of the cooperation of nature. For our plan to be accepted, it must solve problems that 

the existing structure cannot. In the future, issues that affect the entire world will be under the 

auspices of the proposed international government. With shared research, solutions will be found and 

there will always be available the resources necessary to implement the solution. Its eleven 

autonomous departments will be made up of experts in their fields from every nation, who will act of 

advisers to the branches of the international government.   

 

The existing structure is proving it cannot solve this problem. The first global crisis started, you 

could say, was when Secretary General of the UN, Kofi Annan, declared George W. Bush had made 

the UN “irrelevant.” Mankind landed on a slow decline toward the edge of the abyss. The other 

choice for mankind is to devolve into wars. Both choices are untenable, but now an unseen third 

option is available, one that allows mankind to function on a higher level. 

 

During times of crisis, our perspective narrows, and it takes someone with a wider perspective to 

offer the solution. I would like to share with your nation information that we learned as we were 

learning how to bring world peace. 

 

Scientists don’t know where viruses come from. There is a spiritual truth that says, “What you 

believe is what is.” Our belief structures are very powerful, and we must be careful what we believe. 

Viruses are thought-forms that are manifested into the physical, oftentimes when ideas are equated. 

Equated ideas get people into trouble because when you lose one, you lose the other. People equate 

money and power, for example, or military might and power. True power comes from assuming 

responsibility. We are where we are because of what we believe and we rise and fall by the choices 

we make.  

 

Viruses are manifested into the world by humans, and because mankind has dominion over 

animals—meaning animals reflect humans—there is a connection.  

 

Each virus has a “demographic,” and some are limited and some are widespread. 

 

The first reports of Chinese researchers say the coronavirus was manifested in an animal market 

when a human equated people with snakes. How many people are doing that? Donald Trump, for 

example, tells his supporters he is “draining the swamp.” 

 

The virus attacks the respiratory system. The human body has seven chakras inside the body, and the 

respiratory system is associated with the heart chakra. This chakra is associated with the Flower of 

Life level, the person’s purpose in life, and the people the person needs to help him get his life. We 

get our purpose in life when we take our first breath, the basis for the natal chart in astrology. 

 

By the fact the virus attacks the respiratory system implies the man believed the people around him 

were not willing to help him get his life, not willing to make win-win agreements that benefit 

everyone. Instead, they were undermining him, possibly getting revenge, which brings together 



people who play five power games. How many people are playing the power games associated with 

revenge? How many people are vindictive and oppressive? 

 

People die when they believe they cannot get their life. This virus is extremely widespread, and like 

the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918, during World War I, it will kill many people.  

 

There is a schism in the world that came about as a result of the Iraq War, and the preemptive strike 

on Iraq. Ripples of effects have gone out from the war, bringing in many people. It was based on an 

act of revenge against Saddam Hussein. Our first government proposal ends the Iraq War by 

establishing an international court system so disputes between nations are resolved in court and the 

monies wasted on war will go to the people instead. The international court system will be based on 

Universal Law, the only basis for a legal system that can unify mankind, because it applies to every 

person on the planet. Under Universal Law, to get peace we must give peace. 

 

To end the crisis, people must let go of the belief structures that equate others with snakes. We must 

start to work together, letting go of the power games related to revenge, and all start to help each 

other function on a higher level. Researchers say it will take over a year to find a vaccine, but it is 

possible to start the healing process now by opening debate on the plan for the proposed international 

government, and include everyone in on the debate, leaving no one out. If we don’t know how to 

solve crises, we can turn responsibility over to others who have the solution, and help bring the 

solution about. We can turn global crises over to the international government’s departments, taking 

politics out of the solution. Just by opening the plan to debate will save the lives of many people, 

protect the economies of the world, and enable people to function on their highest levels rather than 

to endure oppression from others. 

 

Yours for peace, 

 

 

Karen Holmes, 

Principal 

The World Peace Organization for the One World Government 

www.oneworldgov.org 

principal@oneworldgov.org 

 

For updates on our progress in creating the World Peace Plan, please go 

to http://www.oneworldgov.net 
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